
Technical/Hospitality Rider

ELEMENTS

Sound Reinforcement: 

If sound reinforcement is being provided by client, we require the 
following: A minimum of a 32 channel digital sound board, SC-48 or M-7 
preferred. A minimum of eight separate monitor mixes, with a minimum of 
eight stage monitors. (See stage plot) Monitors may be run at front of house 
if necessary. 
A sound system large enough to cover the seating capacity of the venue. 
Three wireless microphones (Shure or Seinnheiser only) for front vocalists. 
An 8 X 8 or 10 X 10 drum riser(s) set in the middle of the stage area. 
A 10 X 10 riser for horn players and a 10 X 10 riser for Keyboard player. 
Stage area minimum is 24 X 20, 32 X 24 preferred, but will work with what 
is available. Also, stage should have pipe and drape along the back of stage.  

Lighting Requirements: 

A minimum of 36 LED par light show, preferably on truss, not on trees. One 
spotlights with qualified operators. Four color washes minimum are 
required. If moving lights are being used, a minimum of four are required. 



Video Requirements 

Elements has the capability to run a multi media program with it's 
performance. One or two video screens and projector(s)(12K) are required 
along with all cabling to include a HDMI cable to run program from a PC 
laptop. An LED video wall is preferred. 

Hospitality Requirements: 

A dressing room large enough to comfortably hold thirteen people, this room 
must lock and be safe from the public. 
Two large or three small clothes racks set in the dressing room, plus thirteen 
chairs and two six or eight foot tables set against one of the walls in the 
dressing room. 
Two large full length mirrors either hung or placed in the dressing room. 
Nine clean hand towels in the dressing area 
Thirteen hot meals at no cost to artist (no sandwiches or pizza!) with an 
assortment of beverages, to include soft drinks (Pepsi products please), 
juices, water and hot tea/coffee.  No alcoholic beverages in dressing area.  
Twenty four bottles of spring water for stage area, separate from food and 
beverage order. 
If space is limited, food may be served in the dressing area, but prefer a 
restaurant or separate room for dining. 
Food must be served two prior to show(s)  

Hotel Rooms:

Four double and three single hotel rooms at a minimum of a 4 star hotel 
close to venue.  

Ground Transportation: 
All ground transportation to and from airport as well as the hotel and 
venue. This applies only if the show is flying in for the show. A buyout 

of $500 is also acceptable if ground is not possible.



BACKLINE AS FOLLOWS: (If Needed)

DW or Yamaha Maple Custom 5 piece drum kit with matching snare. 
4 cymbal stands and Zidjian or Sabian cymbals . Must have all 
hardware in good working order with drum throne and DW 9000 foot 
pedal or equivilant. 

Fender Deville, or Deluxe Reverb Guitar amp 

David Eden 4 x 10 Bass Cab 
Eden WT-800 Bass Head 

Two tiered keyboard stand 
Yamaha P-200 or 250 for bottom keyboard 
Roland Phantom 76 key for the top keyboard 
Roland KC-350 or 550 for keyboard amp 

All microphone stands for the front three singers must be round based 
straights. 
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